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A B S T R A C T   

The Liquid Silicon Infiltration (LSI) process has been in use for decades for the series production of components 
of various SiC materials as well as for environmental barrier coatings. However, high rejection rates and vari-
ations in quality still occur. One major cause of this are oxygen impurities in the furnace atmosphere during the 
infiltration. They can significantly disturb the siliconization process resulting in a discoloration of the component 
surfaces and an incomplete infiltration of the pore channels. Using different preforms, measuring methods and 
furnaces, the influence of oxygen on the LSI process was investigated systematically. It was demonstrated that the 
phenomenon is effective in general and also affects other processes such as sintering of non-oxide ceramics. The 
mechanisms that can disrupt or even prevent the infiltration and sintering processes have been identified. 
Methods for the continuous monitoring of the furnace atmosphere are compared. Measures are presented to 
reduce the oxygen concentration and subsequently quality degradation and rejection rates.   

1. Introduction 

Liquid Silicon Infiltration (LSI) is the most economical process for the 
production of components made of Cf/SiC or SiCf/SiC, and the infiltra-
tion kinetics is well understood (Note that the index ‚f‘ indicates the 
respective material of the reinforcing fibers) [1,2]. Common applica-
tions of these materials are ceramic brake disks made of Cf/SiC or 
components for gas turbines made of SiCf/SiC, as well as structural parts 
for high-quality optical systems made of SiC green parts, among many 
others [3–5]. The LSI process is also used for surface siliconization of 
components, for example to achieve gas tightness, or to protect com-
ponents from corrosive fluids (environmental barrier coating, EBC) [6, 
7]. It is performed in graphite furnaces at temperatures above the 
melting point of silicon (1413 ◦C) in inert gas atmosphere – usually at 
low pressure [8]. The silicon melt is soaked into the porous preforms by 
capillary forces. It partially reacts with carbon contained in the preform. 
The remaining silicon solidifies during cooling of the components and 
completely fills the pore channels. 

Despite the long-lasting application of the LSI process in serial pro-
duction, high rejection rates or variations in quality occasionally arise. 
Thus, in some instances components are not completely infiltrated, or 
coatings delaminate and peel off. This can be caused by oxygen impu-
rities, which are always present to some extent in practice in the 
graphite furnaces. In this work, the following section illustrates the 

influence of oxygen on the siliconization using two examples at 
component level. The third section presents detailed investigations by 
structural analysis of reaction products and thermodynamic calcula-
tions. Based on these results, validation experiments were planned 
which are presented in the fourth section. In the fifth section, results are 
discussed and compared with other heating processes in graphite fur-
naces, e. g., sintering of non-oxide ceramics. Finally, appropriate mea-
sures for prevention of oxygen effects in graphite furnaces are outlined. 

2. Phenomenological description of failed siliconizations 

2.1. Example 1: Infiltration of liquid silicon into porous Cf/C preform 

A preform was used made of short fiber reinforced carbon (Cf/C), as 
it is typical for the manufacture of ceramic brake disks. The most com-
mon way to produce these preforms is by warm pressing of carbon short 
fiber bundles (typical length 6 mm) with phenolic resin as a binder. After 
this, the preform is pyrolyzed by heating up to 1200 ◦C to obtain a 
porous (Cf/C) material that can be infiltrated by liquid silicon [3]. 

A part of such a preform was used for infiltration with liquid silicon 
at the Fraunhofer Center for High Temperature Materials and Design 
(HTL). The sample was mounted on three wicks through which the sil-
icon enters the preform (see Fig. 1). The wicks were made from beech 
wood, which was pyrolyzed before use for siliconization [1]. The silicon 
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was provided as granulate with particle diameters between 0.2 and 0.8 
mm (Silgrain HQ from Elkem) in a crucible made of graphite foil 
(SIGRAFLEX® 0.75 mm thickness). To avoid siliconization of the 
graphite foil, it was coated with boron nitrite (BN). 

The infiltration set-up was mounted in the furnace chamber of a 
special measuring furnace called TOM_ac (Fig. 2). TOM_ac had been 
developed to study high-temperature processes in situ. The cylindrical 
furnace chamber was equipped with two opposing windows, located at 
the same height, with their optical axis cutting the vertical axis of the 
furnace [9,10]. The sample was aligned to the optical axis to enable 
recording of the infiltration with a CMOS camera. As with all other 
furnaces used in the present study, the resistance heaters were made of 
graphite, the furnace insulation was made of graphite felt and the 
furnace was encapsulated in a vacuum tight water-cooled steel chamber. 

In order to investigate the influence of oxygen on the infiltration 
behavior, the furnace was opened and exposed to ambient air with the 
sample inside for 72 h. This allowed species such as water vapor, hydro 
carbons and CO2 to be adsorbed at all surfaces: especially in the graphite 
felt insulation of the furnace, as well as in the wicks, preform and the 
silicon granulate. The furnace was closed, evacuated to 0.5 mbar and 
flooded with argon at ambient pressure. Argon flow gas purity was 
better than 99.999% in all experiments reported in the present paper. 
The heating cycle was performed in stationary argon atmosphere. The 
set-up was heated from room temperature to 1350 ◦C at 10 K/min. After 

a holding time of 30 min, it was heated at 2 K/min to 1420 ◦C and after a 
further holding time of 30 min–1680 ◦C at 4 K/min. The furnace was 
then kept for 75 min at the maximum temperature of 1680 ◦C before 
being cooled to 1480 ◦C at 2 K/min and then to room temperature at 16 
K/min. To monitor the oxygen concentration in the furnace, CO mea-
surements were carried out. For this purpose, gas samples were extrac-
ted during heating up at 1000 ◦C as well as at 1420 ◦C using a rotary 
vane pump. The CO concentration was determined in the exhaust gas 
line using an electrochemical combustion gas analyzer (IM 1400 from 
IM Environmental Equipment). During the heating cycle, the formation 
of whiskers on the bottom side of the preform was observed. These 
formed above 1400 ◦C and were already clearly visible after a holding 
time of 30 min at 1420 ◦C (see Fig. 3). 

After cooling, it was observed that whiskers had also formed on the 
wicks, especially at the section of the wick that was dipped in the silicon 
melt (Fig. 4). The silicon granules around the wicks formed a layer, 
which did not melt and maintained their original shape. Apparently, a 
passivation layer was formed which had prevented the infiltration of the 
wicks with molten silicon. The preform was still porous after the heating 
cycle. 

2.2. Example 2: Reaction bonded environmental barrier coating 

For dual-mode ramjets in future hypersonic vehicles, ArianeGroup 
develops near net shape fiber preforms with integrated cooling channels 
via a combination of braiding and stitching technologies. To densify the 
textile preforms made out of pyrolytic carbon coated carbon fibers, a 
chemical vapor infiltration process is applied, producing a Cf/C-material 
with low porosity called CARBOTEX®. For the application as a com-
bustion chamber, the surface of the hot gas wall is coated with a silicon 
containing slurry to produce a reacted, bonded, airtight Si/SiC layer by 
the LSI-process [11]. Fig. 5 shows a slurry-coated sample cut out of a 
preform for a combustion chamber. 

For surface siliconization, the CARBOTEX® sample was deposited in 
a graphite heated hood furnace (see Fig. 6). As with the previous 
example, the CO concentration in the furnace atmosphere was also 
measured during the LSI process. For this purpose, a laser photometer 
was mounted at the furnace, which essentially consists of a laser diode 
and a photo detector. The emitted laser light has a wavelength that is 
adsorbed by CO (2.300 nm). Thus, the intensity measured by the photo 
detector is proportional to the CO concentration in the furnace, and a CO 
profile can be created over time and temperature. 

Similar to the liquid silicon infiltration of brake disks, surface sili-
conization as oxidation protection and redensification of CARBOTEX®- 
components has been a standardized process for decades at Aria-
neGroup. However, there are still failed surface siliconizations. They are 
characterized by the fact that the previously applied slurry layer does 
not penetrate into the surface region of the preform (Fig. 7). It remains 
on the surface as a brittle, greenish layer and can easily be scratched off. 
These components have to be cleaned, coated with slurry and heat- 

Fig. 1. Set-up for the liquid silicon infiltration. – 1: Preform (thickness: 40 mm, 
length: 110 mm, width: 80 mm), 2: Silicon granulate, 3: Porous wick made of 
pyrolized beech wood for capillary driven transport of melt silicon into 
the preform. 

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the measuring furnace TOM_ac with a test sample in 
the center of the furnace. 

Fig. 3. Whisker formation on the bottom side of the preform during heat 
treatment in TOM_ac. – The images were made with an infrared camera. The 
arrows mark the bottom side of the preform where the whiskers have formed. 
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treated again, until the surface siliconization has been successful. 

3. Analysis of reaction products and thermodynamic 
calculations 

3.1. Microstructure analysis 

In order to determine the composition of the slurry layer (compare 
Fig. 7), which appears green and brittle after the failed heat treatment, 
both the coating and the silicon used were investigated. For this purpose, 
samples were extracted from the layer, which was not absorbed into the 
substrate, ground in an agate mill and examined by X-ray fluorescence 
analysis in helium atmosphere. In addition, a reference sample was 
investigated by grinding a successfully infiltrated EBC (compare Fig. 18 
in section 4). Likewise, a sample of the greenish silicon granulate was 
examined after unsuccessful siliconization via wicks as shown in Fig. 4a. 
All samples were analyzed by X-ray diffractometry (PANAlytical), and 
the phase composition was estimated via the software High Score Plus. 
Results are summarized in Table 1. 

The aluminum impurities identified by RFA (compare Table 1) led to 
an investigation of the used silicon powder (Silgrain® HQ MicronCut 
0 … 10 μm with 99.8% purity from Elkem). Energy-dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDX) was used in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
to investigate the impurities on the surface of the silicon grains (Fig. 8). 
The EDX spectra indicate that the impurities include alumina (see 
marked spots in Fig. 8a and corresponding spectra in Fig. 8b). Other 
authors, such as Andersen et al., also detected aluminum with about 
0.1% as the largest contamination on the silicon surface using X-ray 
fluorescence analysis (XRF) [12]. 

In addition, silicon powder samples were analyzed by EDX, which 
were heat-treated under vacuum at 1375 ◦C (see Fig. 9). Compared to 
the EDX spectra of untreated silicon powder, the spectra of the heat- 
treated silicon showed a fine-grained layer consisting of Si and C, 
which was attributed to SiC (see Fig. 9a). The same composition was 
identified for the whiskers, which had formed in the TOM_ac furnace 
(compare Fig. 4). SEM images of the white to beige fluffy coating on the 
carbon preform and the wick are shown in Fig. 9b. The SiC whisker on 
the carbon preform without direct contact to the silicon bulk clearly 
shows that SiC formation below the Si melting point is a gas phase re-
action between gaseous SiO and CO, which is well described by Saito 
et al. [13]. Similarly, the gas phase reaction of CO with solid silicon for 
the formation of SiC whiskers was investigated specifically below the Si 
melting point in other works [14]. 

3.2. Thermodynamic analysis of the system Si–C–O 

The elements, which are most relevant during siliconization, are: C, 
Si and O – the latter coming from impurities introduced by the charge 
and the furnace materials, by flushing gases or vacuum leaks. In a 
graphite furnace, oxygen reacts to CO2 respectively CO according to the 
well-known Boudouard equilibrium: 

2 CO(g) ⟷ C(s) + CO2(g). (1)  

At high temperatures, CO is the dominating gaseous species. The activity 
of carbon a(C) is controlled by the partial pressures of CO and CO2 in the 
furnace atmosphere according to reaction 1 [15]: 

a(C) =
pCO

2

pCO2

⋅exp
(

ΔG0

RT

)

≈
pCO

2

pCO2

⋅exp
(

20060
T

− 20.57
)

(2)  

Where ΔG0 is the standard free energy of formation, T is the absolute 
temperature in K, R is the gas constant and pCO and pCO2 are partial 
pressures specified in bar. 

Just like [15], the effect of CO and C activity on the stability of the 
three solid phases in the system Si–O–C is illustrated using predomi-
nance diagrams. They show the regions of the most stable phase at 

Fig. 4. Preform after failed silicon infiltration and beech wood wick, 
respectively. 

Fig. 5. Charged CARBOTEX® sample (thickness: 20 mm, length: 80 mm, 
width: 80 mm). – 1: environmental barrier coating made of silicon slurry, 2: 
CARBOTEX® substrate, 3: graphite bars as support auxiliaries. 

Fig. 6. Vacuum furnace (hood furnace) with measurement device.  
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constant temperature (see Fig. 10). The diagrams were calculated using 
the program FACTSAGE (FACTSAGE version 6.3, GTT-Technologies, 
Herzogenrath, Germany). At high carbon activity, SiC and – at higher 
CO partial pressure – SiO2 are stable. The transition from SiC to SiO2 
shifts to higher CO partial pressure with increasing temperature. At low 
carbon activity and low CO partial pressure, Si is stable as well and the Si 
area expands with increasing temperature. However, at 1400 ◦C, Si is 
only stable if the carbon activity is smaller than approximately 0.01 and 
CO partial pressure is beyond 100 ppm (compare Fig. 10). 

To understand the evolution of phases in the actual process, a two- 
step approach for the thermodynamic calculations is helpful. 

Considering the large amount of carbon contained in the graphite 
furnace, we first take into account the incoming Ar stream, which is 
contaminated by O2. The equilibrium partial pressures of the two 
dominating gas species CO and CO2 are calculated according to Equation 
(1). Fig. 11 shows the ratio of the partial pressures of CO2 and CO at a 
carbon activity of 1, as it is expected in the graphite felt and close to the 
graphite heaters. As it is well known, the CO2/CO-ratio decreases steeply 
with temperature. At temperatures above 800 ◦C, CO partial pressure 
equals the total pressure of the carbon species in the gas phase (comp. 
Fig. 11). It is twice as much as the oxygen partial pressure in the 
incoming gas stream. Ideal gas behavior can be assumed and equilibria 
depend on the partial pressures of the reactants and not on total pres-
sure, which includes the flushing gas Ar. 

In the second step, the interaction of CO with the sample is consid-
ered. The equilibria in the system Si – C – O – Ar have been calculated at 
different temperatures and CO partial pressures using Factsage 
(Fig. 12 a). Carbon activity was fixed at 1 and total pressure was 1 bar. 
Besides carbon, SiO2 and SiC are the only stable solid phases: SiO2 at low 
temperatures and SiC at high temperatures. It can be seen, that the 
transition from SiO2 to SiC shifts to higher temperatures with increasing 
CO partial pressure (Fig. 12 b). The partial pressure of SiO, which is the 
dominating Si species in the gas phase, increases with temperature 
(Fig. 12 a). The slope drastically decreases at the transition from SiO2 to 
SiC leading to a reversal in the relation of SiO partial pressure to CO 
partial pressure. 

4. Evaluation experiments 

4.1. Investigation of silicon powders 

The formation of SiC on Si powder and granulate was systematically 
investigated in 12 heating runs which are summarized in Table 2. The 
first four experiments were performed in a laboratory furnace (diameter 
of usable volume 100 mm, height 150 mm) using a simple test setup. 
Approximately, 1.7 g of silicon powder (Silgrain HQ MicronCut 1 … 10 
μm) was deposited on a graphite sheet (with 0.5 mm thickness from 
Sindlhauser Materials) which has previously been heated under vacuum 
at 1500 ◦C. The heat treatment is necessary to remove additives from the 
manufacturing process of the sheet [16]. Before heating three evacua-
tion (to 10− 2 mbar and flushing to normal pressure) cycles with argon 
were performed. Pressure during the heating cycle was approximately 
10 mbar due to the pyrometer glass flushing with argon at 0.3 Nl/min. 

Fig. 7. Environmental barrier coating after failed surface infiltration.  

Table 1 
Results of X-ray diffractometry (XRD) and X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF), 
analyses of samples from successful and unsuccessful EBC layers as well as Si 
granules from failed LSI experiment.  

Sample Coleration XRD 
analysis 

XRF analysis 

successful EBC (see  
Fig. 18) 

grayish to black SiC: 
96.7% 

SiC: 97.6%, oxides: 
2.4% with 1.2% Al2O3 

failed EBC (see Fig. 7) greenish SiC: 
100,0% 

SiC: 99.5%, oxides: 
0.5% with 0.1% Al2O3 

Si granules after failed 
LSI (see Fig. 4a) 

greenish to 
beige/white 

SiC: 
99.4% 

SiC: 99.6%, oxides: 
0.4% with 0.3% Al2O3  

Fig. 8. SEM image of a silicon grain surface and corresponding EDX analysis of 
the surface and its impurities. 
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The heating rate was 10 K/min from room temperature to the target 
temperature, and after a holding time of 3 h the sample was cooled at 10 
K/min to 1000 ◦C and then naturally cooled to room temperature. As an 
example, Fig. 13 shows a sample before and after the heating cycle. As 
described above, the SiC layer is easily recognizable by the gray to 

beige/greenish color. 
Samples heat treated at different temperatures were photographed 

with the same illumination conditions. The images were converted into 
grayscale images, and the average gray value within a circular area with 
a diameter of approx. 15 mm in the center of the powder samples was 
determined using MATLAB. In order to exclude possible distortions, e. g. 
by boron nitrite powder, the brightest 3% of the gray values were 
excluded from averaging. The average gray values obtained are shown 
in Fig. 14 (curve 1). They rise at about 1200 ◦C indicating increasing 
formation of SiC at the powder particle surface with increasing tem-
perature. When the same heating experiments were performed at 
ambient pressure using Argon as flushing gas at 0.3 Nl/min instead 

Fig. 9. SEM images of the fine grained SiC layer formed by heat treatment of the silicon powder as well as whiskers formed on carbon substrates e. g. preforms 
or wicks. 

Fig. 10. Predominance diagrams in the system Si–O–C for three different 
temperatures indicating the regions of the most stable solid phases: Si, SiC and 
SiO2 versus carbon activity a(C) and CO partial pressure p(CO). 

Fig. 11. Ratio of CO2 and CO partial pressure (left y-axis) and molar fraction of 
CO (right y-axis) versus temperature at carbon activity of 1 and 
different pressures. 

Fig. 12. Equilibrium data in the system Si – C – O – Ar at different partial 
pressures of CO, a total pressure of 1 bar and an activity of carbon of 1: a) 
partial pressure of SiO and b) activity of SiC and SiO2 respectively. 
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vacuum, the rise is shifted to about 1350 ◦C. 
When the powder was separated from the furnace by depositing it in 

a graphite crucible, which was coated with BN and closed by a cover, no 
SiC formation was detected up to the maximum temperatures used 
(compare curve 4 in Fig. 14). On the other hand, coating of the graphite 
sheet with BN and depositing the powder on top of the coating gave only 
a small reduction of SiC formation compared to the respective experi-
ment without BN coating (compare point 2 in Fig. 14). The latter sug-
gests that C was transported via the gas phase to the silicon powder. 

Similar experiments were performed in the larger hood furnace 
shown in Fig. 6. Differing from the laboratory furnace, this furnace was 
equipped with a laser photometer for continuous CO measurement as 
described in section 2. Larger graphite plates (diameter 360 mm) were 
used as sample support, and a larger amount of Si (58 g) was deposited 
on top of it – either as powder or as granulate. The graphite plates were 
either heat treated (5 K/min up to 1500 ◦C at 25 mbar using an argon 
flow of 1.3 Nl/min) to remove oxygen impurities before the experiments 
or used without preheating. After loading with the silicon powder, the 
same heat treatment was performed: 5 K/min up to 1500 ◦C at 25 mbar, 
argon flow 1.3 Nl/min. Results are shown in Fig. 15. The first preheating 
of the graphite plates significantly reduces CO partial pressure during 
the second run. 

The dominant peak at 1500 ◦C completely disappears when using 
preheated graphite plates as a sample support (compare curves 5 and 6 
to curves 7 and 8 in Fig. 15). Therefore, this peak is attributed to oxygen 
adsorbed at the graphite plate. From the comparison of a second heat 
treatment with and without silicon powder, it can be seen that addi-
tional CO is introduced by the silicon powder, which leads to enhanced 
CO formation at temperatures above 1200 ◦C. Two CO peaks are iden-
tified at temperatures of 1250 ◦C and 1400 ◦C, which are attributed to 
the reduction of SiO2 powder (compare curves 5 and 7 in Fig. 15). 

As with the laboratory furnace, heating cycles were also performed 
in the hood furnace in argon atmosphere at 1 bar to check for the 
pressure dependence of the CO reactions. The same fine Si powder as 
before and – apart from the argon pressure and flow (1 bar and 8 Nl/ 
min) – the same heating conditions were used. Fig. 16 shows the CO 
partial pressure measured in these experiments. It was significantly 

Table 2 
Test matrix of the experiments carried out in the laboratory- and hood-furnace with the varying parameters for the investigation of the gas phase reactions. (Heating 
rate in the Laboratory-furnace was 10 K/min and in the hood furnace 5 K/min).  

Device No Sample support Samplea Ar pressure in mbar Temperature range in ◦C Analysis technique 

Labor-atory-furnace 1 Graphite sheet, preheated fine 10 900 … 1400 Image processing 
2 Graphite sheet, preheated fine 1000 900 … 1400 
3 BN-coated graphite sheet, preheated fine 10 1400 
4 As no 3 + closed crucible fine 10 900 … 1400 

Hood-furnace 5 Graphite plate, preheated none 25 400 … 1400 CO-measurement 
6 Graphite plate, not preheated none 25 400 … 1400 
7 Graphite plate, preheated fine 25 400 … 1400 
8 Graphite plate, not preheated fine 25 400 … 1400 
9 Graphite plate, preheated fine 1000 400 … 1400 
10 Graphite plate, not preheated fine 1000 400 … 1400 
11 Graphite plate, preheated medium 1000 400 … 1400 
12 Graphite plate, preheated coarse 1000 400 … 1400 

’medium’ = silicon granulate, size 0.2 … 0.8 mm (Silgrain® HQ from Elkem). 
’coarse’ = silicon granulate, size 5 … 25 mm (purity of 99.99% from Wacker). 

a ’Fine’ = finely ground silicon powder, size 0 … 10 μm (Silgrain® HQ MicronCut from Elkem). 

Fig. 13. Photographic images of the Si powder before and after heating. The 
brightness change of the silicon powder from black to gray is clearly visible. 

Fig. 14. Grayscale values of Si powder versus heating temperature. – Several 
configurations of the experimental setup were used to investigate the influence 
of the carbon source and the pressure. 

Fig. 15. Comparison of CO measurements of untreated and heat-treated 
graphite plates, with and without silicon powder at 25 mbar. 
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higher than in Fig. 15, which is attributed to the CO loss due to 
continuous evacuation in the 25 mbar experiments. Again, a CO peak is 
detected at approximately 1400 ◦C (curve 9). As before, it is attributed to 
CO formation from the reduction of the oxide layers on the silicon 
powder. However, the second peak at approximately 1250 ◦C, which 
was identified at 25 mbar (compare curve 12 in Fig. 15), has dis-
appeared. The CO peak at 1400 ◦C becomes significantly smaller, when 
silicon granules are used instead of the fine powder (compare curve 11 
and 12 in Fig. 16). This demonstrates that the specific surface of the 
powder particles controls the amount of oxygen which is released from 
the surface layers. 

4.2. Investigation of carbon preforms 

The results presented in the previous chapters were used to improve 
the siliconization process of brake disks and EBC coatings which has 
failed before (compare section 2). For that, the furnaces were baked out 
before siliconization and only shortly opened during charging. Adsorbed 
oxygen impurities were removed carefully by repeated flushing and 
evacuation cycles using highly pure Ar (purity >99.999%). 

The infiltration of the brake-disk preform in the TOM_ac furnace was 
performed at ambient pressure as before, but Ar flow was increased from 
0.1 Nl/min to 1 Nl/min. Besides a better removal of CO, this enabled a 
continuous measurement of CO concentration in the exhaust gas 
(Fig. 17). In the experiments described in section 2, the CO concentra-
tion measured discontinuously at 1000 ◦C and 1400 ◦C was 6–8 times 
higher than in Fig. 17. Using the improved processing conditions, a 
successful siliconization of the preform was obtained. Note that the two 
CO peaks attributed to desorption from the preform (Peak I) and to 
reduction of the SiO2 layer on the silicon granulate (Peak II) are clearly 

visible in this CO measurement. 
The infiltration of the carbon preform with the slurry in the hood 

furnace was successful after carefully baking out the furnace at 1800 ◦C 
with repeated flushing and evacuation cycles and using a short charging 
period. In addition, the sample was dried for 48 h at 130 ◦C and was 
installed within a closed graphite crucible coated with boron nitrite. 
Although the siliconization was performed at a pressure of 25 mbar, CO 
concentration could be measured continuously with the laser photom-
eter described in section 2. Results are shown in Fig. 17. Again, the two 
typical CO peaks are detected. The reduction of CO concentration be-
tween the failed siliconization (compare Fig. 17) and the successful 
siliconization (Fig. 18) was less than 50%, but obviously this was 
sufficient. 

5. Discussion of mechanisms and results 

The samples shown in Figs. 4 and 11 demonstrate that SiC must have 
been formed already at lower temperatures prior to the melting of the 
silicon at 1413 ◦C [17,18]. In that case, the transfer of the reactants takes 
place via the gas phase, where SiO and CO are the dominating Si and C 
species (compare Figs. 11 and 12a. The formation of SiC from SiO and 
CO is described by the second order reaction: 

SiO(g) + CO(g) ⟶ SiC(s) + O2(g). (3) 

The gas phase transfer of Si leads to a purification – similar to a dry 
distillation. Therefore, the concentration of Al impurities, which were 
introduced via the Si granules, is strongly reduced in the SiC formed by 
reaction 3 compared to SiC formed by melt infiltration. These differ-
ences are clearly visible by the XRD and XRF analysis (see Table 1). The 
greenish color observed in our experiments is typical for high-purity SiC 
[19,20]. It is concluded that it is a simple indicator for a low quality 
siliconization. 

From the Ellingham diagram (Fig. 19), it can be seen that SiC for-
mation according to Equation (3) is prevented at low temperatures by 
the larger ΔG of Si oxidation at low temperatures and C oxidation at high 
temperatures. For all reactions in Fig. 19, a fixed value of the partial 
pressure of O2 of [2.6 × 10− 16]bar was used. Note that this affects the 
slope of all ΔG curves in the same way and does not change the in-
tersections, which are relevant in the discussion below. At a low CO 
partial pressure of 0.1 mbar, SiC formation from the gas phase should 
not occur at all because C wins the competition for oxygen (Fig. 19). At a 
partial pressure of 1 mbar, SiC formation is possible above a temperature 
of 1280 ◦C and at 10 mbar above a temperature of 1450 ◦C (comp. 
Fig. 19). These temperatures are in agreement with the formation of SiC 
obtained in experiment 1 and 2 at 1200 ◦C and 1350 ◦C (comp. Fig. 14) 
and also with the growth of SiC whiskers at 1400 ◦C observed in the 
TOM_ac furnace (comp. Fig. 3), because CO partial pressure was sup-
posed to increase accordingly in these experiments. 

Fig. 16. Comparison of CO measurements of silicon powder on untreated and 
heat-treated graphite plates in argon atmosphere at normal pressure. 

Fig. 17. Comparison of CO measurements during siliconization in TOM_ac and 
hood furnace. 

Fig. 18. Successful environmental barrier coating by surface infiltration.  
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For the reduction of SiO2 observed in the in-situ experiments (comp. 
Figs. 15–17), carbon has to be transferred via the gas phase to the 
sample. This is explained by the non-equilibrium conditions existing in 
the graphite furnaces used. We assume that within the graphite felt and 
close to the graphite heaters of the furnaces the thermodynamic equi-
librium shown in Fig. 11 is almost achieved. On the other hand, within 
the silicon powder carbon activity initially is low. This means that some 
carbon can be deposited according to Equation (2) by dissociation of CO 
until carbon activity is unity. CO2, which is formed by reaction 1 is 
removed by the gas stream, and carbon may react with the sample (see 
below). Both effects lead to additional carbon deposition by dissociation 
of CO. In addition, during the heating stage more carbon can be 
deposited, because the sample is cooler than the heaters and the outer 
layers of the graphite felt of the furnace. This means that the equilibrium 
CO2/CO-ratio at the sample is higher than that of the furnace and CO 
dissociation is favorable. Carbon reduces SiO2 at high temperature and 
low CO partial pressure. The free energy of the respective reactions is 
illustrated in the Ellingham diagram (comp. Fig. 19). The temperature at 
the intersection of the ΔG lines, where reduction by carbon becomes 
favorable, decreases with CO partial pressure. E. g., SiO2 is reduced 
above 1280 ◦C at a CO partial pressure of 1 mbar and above 1150 ◦C at 
0.1 mbar. Note, that below these temperatures Si is oxidized by CO. The 
temperatures for SiO2 reduction nicely fit to the temperatures between 
1150 ◦C and 1400 ◦C of the second CO peak during the in-situ experi-
ments (comp. Figs. 15–17). 

The experiments 1 and 2 show a shift of visible SiC formation on the 
Si particles from about 1200 ◦C to 1350 ◦C, when total pressure is 
increased from 10 mbar to 1 bar (compare Fig. 14). These temperatures 
are significantly higher than the temperatures expected from thermo-
dynamic calculation (compare Fig. 12). It is concluded that SiC forma-
tion is hindered by an oxide scale at the surface of the SiO2 particles. 
Only after the oxide scale is removed by reduction of SiO2, significant 
SiC formation can take place. The reduction of SiO2 by CO can start at 
1140 ◦C at a CO partial pressure of 0.1 mbar and is shifted to higher 
temperatures when CO partial pressure increases (comp. Fig. 19). This 
perfectly fits to the peaks observed in the in-situ experiments (comp. 
Figs. 15–17). Tracer diffusion experiments with 18O and 13C showed that 
CO can diffuse within the SiO2 layer at temperatures of 1100 ◦C [21]. 
Above 1180 ◦C, CO reacts with Si and forms SiC at the Si/SiO2 interface 
[22,23]. Yet, it is assumed that the reduction of the SiO2 layer observed 
in the present study drastically increases the rate of SiC formation. 
Obviously, the increase of total pressure in the laboratory furnace is 

associated with an increase of CO partial pressure, as it was measured in 
the hood furnace (comp. Figs. 15 and 16). The CO measurements in the 
hood furnace demonstrate that at low pressure and corresponding low 
CO partial pressure the onset of SiO2 reduction shifts to lower temper-
atures. It is spread over a larger temperature range which may be caused 
by the retarding effect of increasing CO partial pressure predicted by the 
thermodynamic calculation. For a successful infiltration of Si, the bal-
ance between silicon oxide formation and reduction should be slightly 
on the oxide side, preventing SiC formation. However, this is a delicate 
balance, and it was shown that a small reduction of CO partial pressure 
from 0.4 mbar to 0.2 mbar decides upon a successful infiltration 
(compare Fig. 17). 

The formation of oxide scales on Si has been intensively investigated, 
because it is widely used in semiconductor processing [24,25] and the 
interaction of CO with SiO2 scales on Si and SiC has been explored as it is 
relevant for the carbothermic reduction processes, which can be rele-
vant for Si production [26] and wafer growth [21]. Depending on the 
gas flow, the furnace atmosphere (O2 and H2O content) and the 
time-temperature cycle, SiO2 layers between 1 … 50 nm thickness are 
likely to form, where existing H2O significantly accelerates the layer 
growth [24,25]. In situ ellipsometry was used to study the growth of 
SiO2 layers on Si and SiC substrates in the temperature range between 
890 ◦C and 1220 ◦C [27]. Slightly thicker layers up to 200 nm were 
observed [22,23]. As the temperature rises further, a carbothermal 
reduction of the SiO2 layer to CO and SiO takes place. Due to the 
reduction of the layer thickness and the formation of CO, the SiC layer 
grows increasingly faster, until the SiO2 layer has been completely 
reduced and – if the Si is still in excess – a SiC shell is left around the 
residual silicon. The SiO again forms SiC on the carbon substrate, where 
the released oxygen oxidizes further carbon to CO and thus maintains 
the SiC formation as a catalyst [13,28]. 

The formation of an oxide layer on the silicon powder and its con-
version to SiC at temperatures above 1100 ◦C, as it is observed in the 
present paper, is consistent to these results. A similar decrease of the 
temperature for SiO2 reduction with decreasing gas pressure was already 
reported in a thermodynamic study of Loutzenhiser et al. [26]. However, 
restrictions in the transfer of the equilibrium calculations to the real 
process should be taken into account as discussed in the previous sec-
tion. Very large discrepancies are expected especially at high vacuum 
conditions, because the very low partial pressures of the gaseous reac-
tion products used in the thermodynamic equations are not realistic in 
the vicinity of the charge. 

Similar gas phase reaction, as reported here for SiO2, are also rele-
vant for heat treatments with other oxides in graphite furnaces. Thus, a 
novel carbothermic reduction of alumina was proposed based on ther-
modynamic calculations within the EU project ENEXAL [29]. A signifi-
cant decrease of reduction temperature was predicted, when pressure 
was reduced from ambient to 0.1 bar. A similar decrease of intersection 
temperatures for the ΔG lines of C and Al is shown in Fig. 19, when CO 
partial pressure is decreased from 100 mbar to 0.1 mbar. Another 
important application of graphite furnaces is liquid phase sintering of 
non-oxide ceramics such as SiC, Si3N4 or AlN. The liquid phase is formed 
from eutectic mixtures of oxide additives, e. g.: SiO2, Al2O3 or rare earth 
oxides. The Ellingham diagram for the reaction of Si, Al, Y and C with O2 
enables a direct comparison of the stability of the respective oxides 
(comp. Fig. 19). It is concluded that yttria is most stable against 
reduction and alumina is slightly more stable than silica. Selective 
reduction of oxides during the sintering process leads to a change of 
their composition and an increase of the temperature of liquid phase 
formation. CO2 which is formed during the reduction forms CO ac-
cording to reaction 1, when it comes into contact with hot graphite parts 
of the furnace. By this, a CO cycle is established and liquid phase sin-
tering is continuously shifted to higher temperatures or even prevented 
completely. It was demonstrated experimentally by the group of one of 
the authors that very small CO concentrations below 1000 ppm can 
already cause serious problems in sintering of AlN [30]. In the eutectic 

Fig. 19. Ellingham diagram for the reactions of various species with O2. The 
reaction 2 C + O2 → 2 CO (dotted lines) is shown for different partial pressures 
of CO denoted at the scale on the top right of the diagram. The three dashed 
lines represent the reaction SiC + O2 → SiO + CO, calculated for the equilib-
rium SiO partial pressures shown in Fig. 12 a; the upper dashed line is calcu-
lated for a CO partial pressure of 10 mbar, the medium dashed line for 1 mbar 
and the lower dashed line for 0.1 mbar. 
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mixture of Al2O3 and Y2O3, the Al2O3 was preferentially reduced and 
melting shifted to higher temperatures. An indicator for the CO effect on 
sintering of non-oxide ceramics is an inhomogeneous discoloration of 
those parts, which are exposed more directly to furnace atmosphere 
[30]. 

On the other hand, a complementary experiment was done by Ihle 
et al., where CO was added directly to the Ar flushing gas during sin-
tering of SiC – Al2O3 mixtures. At the high CO partial pressure used in 
these experiments, Al2O3 reduction could be prevented. Without CO 
addition, Al2O3 was reduced to Al [31]. It is confirmed by Fig. 19 that 
Al2O3 is stable at a CO partial pressure of 100 mbar up to 1830 ◦C. Thus, 
depending on partial pressure CO can either have a reducing or an 
oxidizing effect in graphite furnaces. 

6. Conclusions 

Using different graphite heated furnaces, the negative effects of O2 
on the siliconization process have been demonstrated. Various heating 
experiments, microstructure and thermodynamic analyses were used to 
identify the underlying mechanisms. The proposed mechanisms are 
consistent to investigations already published for other high tempera-
ture processes. CO formed from O2 impurities within graphite furnaces 
can have oxidizing, reducing or carburizing effects depending on partial 
pressure and environment. But it affects many heat treatments and is a 
cause for inadmissible process variations. From the results above, the 
following measures are deduced to reduce or even prevent a disturbing 
influence of oxygen on the liquid silicon infiltration process.  

(i) Drying and heat treatment of the preforms before siliconization to 
remove humidity and promote outgassing. 

(ii) Avoiding contact between carbon and silicon by coating corre-
sponding carbon parts (e. g. coating graphite crucibles with 
boron nitrite) and shielding the charge from gaseous carbon 
sources (e. g. using closed crucibles or CO getter).  

(iii) Use of silicon granules as coarse as possible to reduce its specific 
surface and thereby the amount of oxygen introduced by the 
granulate. This also reduces the ratio of SiC (from the shell 
eventually formed around the silicon grain) to Si, so that in the 
best case SiC can be completely dissolved in the Si melt. 

There are additional measures which should be used in graphite 
furnaces for all processes which are sensitive to oxygen impurities.  

(iv) Using graphite felt with a high degree of graphitization and 
corresponding low water absorption.  

(v) Carefully checking for vacuum leakages at the furnace and the 
gas supply system.  

(vi) Removal of oxygen introduced by absorption in the insulation 
and the kiln furniture by backing the furnace above the maximum 
temperature of the subsequent thermal process, and subsequent 
flushing-evacuation-cycles with inert gas.  

(vii) Avoiding long periods for opening and charging the furnace.  
(viii) Using a preferably large flow of highly pure inert gas to flush 

away oxygen containing gas species. 

Even if all these precautions are considered, the authors’ practical 
experience show that siliconization and sintering processes in graphite 
furnaces sometimes fail. This is attributed to leakages which occur on 
sealings especially due to charging of the furnaces. Fatigue and crack 
formation in the steal enclosure due to thermal cycling may also occur. 
Moreover, inert gas quality may be lower than expected. Altogether, this 
makes clear that a continuous monitoring of CO concentration is 
essential to guarantee a reproducible quality of heating processes in 
graphite furnaces. For this purpose, two options have been presented in 
the present paper (compare section 2).  

1. An electrochemical CO sensor (e. g., a combustion gas analyzer) can 
be installed in the exhaust gas flow.  

2. A laser photometer consisting of a laser diode and a photo diode can 
be mounted in the cold part of the furnace. 

Whereas option 1 can be realized very simply, more care has to be 
taken to install the laser photometer. On the other hand, the photometer 
also provides CO data without gas flow, e. g., when operating in a vac-
uum. In either case, absolute values of CO concentration at the position 
of the charge are difficult to obtain. But for the routine operation of the 
furnaces, only the trends in the CO signals are relevant. The control and 
warning limits required for process control can be derived empirically 
from a correlation of CO data with product quality. 
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